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Introduction
Two mechanisms are adopted in Pollard and Sag (1987) to formalize a more effi-
cient lexicon structure and to eliminate massive redundancy in word information,
namely hierarchical structures of the lexicon and lexical rules. The hierarchically
sorted structures of the lexicon, using the mathematically well-defined notions of
subsumption1 and sort2 , greatly reduce the "vertical redundancy" in the lexical
information, caused by encoding in each lexical entry all its linguistic information
shared with whole word classes, such as parts of speech, valence, classes, and so
forth.
On the other hand, lexical rules, mapping one class of words to another, elimi-
nate the massive "horizontal" redundancy' that comes from groups of words whose
specific information contents are correlated according to recurrent patterns, such
as in inflectional and derivational paradigms. These lexical rules from a declarative
perspective capture generalizations about relationships between members of two or
more word classes. And from a procedural point of view, they describe processes
that produce an output lexical entry from an input.
The adoption of lexical rules with sortal hierarchies raises the question of where
word formation occurs - within or outside the lexicon. As pointed out by Krieger
and Nerbonne (1991), the lexical rule approach assumes that word formation takes
place without the lexicon, in the sense that the form of lexical rules is not identical
to the structure of general lexical entries. A lexical rule is not a feature structure
itself, but the relation between two lexical entries, i.e., in HPSG between two
feature structure descriptions.
Feature structures in HPSG are always sorted, and these sorts are partially
ordered via subsumption. However, this isn't true of lexical rules, as noted in
Krieger and Nerbonne (1991). A lexical rule does not have a sort and there is no
way to relate it to other feature structures. If we assume that a lexical rule can
be sorted and resides in the lexicon, this sort ought to be a subsort of lexical-sign
according to Pollard and Sag (1987). However, in Pollard and Sag (1987), they
are not its subsorts, and just reside in the lexicon as a different component.
The basic purpose of this paper is to propose an approach that incorporates
lexical rules into the lexicon, and place them under sortal hierarchies: Both red-
uandancies will be reduced by hierarchical lexical structures in our system. We will
eliminate lexical rules for Korean verb inflection and define them as information
bearing objects, indistinguishable in their form and meaning from other lexical en-
tries. This goal will be achieved by defining local constraints on each well-defined
and hierarchically sorted stem. Such a declarative and constraint-based approach
-to Korean inflections will first obviate the necessities of morphological principles
such as how each stem and suffixes are combined, what kind of specific (syntac-
tic, semantic, and pragmatic) information each suffix contributes to the stem it
attaches to, and how the information is incremented.
1 A General Idea on Feature Structures
Though we are not adopting lexical rules in word formation, we recognize the
importance of sortal hierarchical structures in the lexicon to get rid of the two
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redundancies, vertical and horizontal, in lexical entries. In Pollard and Sag (1987),
these partially-ordered hierachical structures are defined in terms of subsumption,
whose relation is transitive, symmetric, and antireflexive. For example the sort,
sign will have two subsorts.
(1) sign
phrase	 word
The hierarchical tree, defined by the notion of the subsumption relation between
supersorts and subsorts, will reduce the vertical redudancy. If a subsumption
relation holds between two sorts, then a subsumed sort (i.e. subsort) will inherit
all lexical information that its supersorts bear. Therefore, all we need to mention
for one lexical entry in the lexicon is its own peculiar property. Everthing else will
be inferred from its supersorts.
All well-defined sorts are associated with a feature structure. The sort sign is
associated with the feature structure sign[ J, which describes a linguistic object
about which nothing is known except that it is a linguistic sign. Associating each
sort with a feature structure, we can represent (1) as follows.
(2) sign [
[ PHON ... 	 PHON
DTRS	 MORPH I FORM [1]
phrase	 SYNSEM CAT I HEAD part-of-speech
word-
(PHON: Phonology, MORPH: Morphology, SYNSEM: syntax-semantics, DTRS: Daugh-
ters, CAT: Category)
This says that a linguistic sign whose sort value is phrase will have DAUGHTERS
as a value, and in turn the one whose sort is word will take MORPHIFORM as
well as SYNSEMICATIHEAD as values.
We assume that the sort word has futher subsorts as in (3).4
(3) word
MORPH
	
HEAD
complex	 simple substantive	 functional
	
MORPH-DTRS
	
noun	 verb	 particle det,...
compound	 derived
STEM	 AFFIX
stem	 affix
The hierarchy shows that the sort word is cross-classified into MORPH and HEAD,
according to the morphological complexity and part of speech, respectively. In
turn, the former has two subsorts, complex and simple. The sort complex is specified
with the feature DAUGHTERS. Hence, its subsorts, compound and derived will
both have this feature value. Further, the sort derived will have two feature values,
STEM and AFFIX. 5
As we can see in (3), in the top part of the hierarchy the cross-classification is
always linked to some feature, so that features structures are well-typed and sort-
resolved. (Pollard and Sag 1993). They are well-typed in that every sort determines
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MORPH
DTRS
what attribute labels appear in a feature structure, and sort-resolved in the sense
that every node is assigned a sort label which is maximal in the sort ordering. The
subsumption hierarchy (3) expresses the fact that information once specified for a
class is inherited by all other classes lower in the hierarchy. Hence, the sort derived
will have the feature structure as in (4).6
(4) PHON
MORPH
FORM [I] + [2]
DTRS
STEM [1] stem I I
AFFIX [2] affix
SYNSEM j CAT ...  
Here we need to discuss what the value of the sorts stem and a fix are. Since
the sort stem is also a not-fully inflected word in a sense, it will have the same
feature value as a word.
(5)    PHON
MORPH I FORM ...
( CAT ... 1SYNSEM CONT 
STEM 
The issue here is what the affix's value is. There have been two main views on
the status of affixes: morphemic analysis vs. amorphous analysis.' The former
viewpoint assumes that suffixes are entities (morphemes), and that suffixes are not
different from normal words. They bear morphological, syntactic, and semantic
information also. Meanwhile, in the latter point of view (Anderson 1992) suffixes
are not entities but processes. They are realized in surface structures as the result
of certain phonological processes. It is rather a controversial issue which one is
superior to the other. We will follow in a sense a middle of road, by assuming
AFFIX's value as an atom value, but does not carry any syntactic, semantic infor-
mation. Under this view, we can simply assume that AFFIX has only its FORM
value whose value in turn is an atom value.
(6) AFFIX [MORPHIFORM affix]
With the basic idea of feature structures we have seen so far, we can, for example,
roughly represent the English word walks with a feature structure as in (7).
- FORM [1] + [2]
MORPH I FORM [1]walk
(7)
STEM HEAD verb 1SYNSEM CAT f 1
`31SUBCAT (NP)
CONT
AFFIX I MORPH FORM [2] -s
SYNSEM( CAT [3] 1CONT
The feature structure tells that the root form walk will combine with the present
tense suffix -s, resulting a verb form with the present tense value mapped from the
STEM daughter and the AFFIX daughter, while the categorial information (i.e.
subcategorization and part of speech information) that the stem bears is carried
on to the mother without any change.'
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2 On Korean Verb System and Its Structure
2.1 On Korean Verb Templates
Korean, showing agglutinative morphology, has a complex inflectional system. In
general, affixes can be broadly divided into two groups: noun affixes and verbal
affixes. In this paper, I will focus on the verbal inflection system, while sometimes
referring to noun suffixes when necessary. Korean verbal suffixes, each of which
performs its own grammatical function, are highly productive. An inflected verb
consists of a stem together with an obligatory affix and a variety of optional ones.
The paradigm, adopted by Martin (1954), Kim, Y-S. (1985), Ahn (1985), Kim,
J-M (1988), among others, can be represented roughly as (8a).
(8) Korean Verb Template:
a. Vroot + (Pass/Caus) + (Hon) + (Tense) + (Style) + (Aspect) + Mood +
b. + COMP1 + COMP2 + COMP3	 +COMP4
We need to represent two separate levels of verb templates. The template in (8a) is
a traditional one and represents a maximally inflected verb form as used in matrix
clauses. In this template, all suffixes except Mood are optional. Meanwhile, the
COMP suffixes in (8b) exclusively occupy the end of a verb form and verbs with
one of these suffixes are used only in complex clauses.' For a verb to be complete,
therefore, at least the Mood or one of the COMPs should be located word-finally.
First, we simplify the template from (8), classifying verb stems into four kinds:
Root, Hon, Tense, and Moodl°
(9)
[[[[Root Pass] + Hon] +
(u)si
Tense] +
ess/ass
kess
esskess
Mood]
to (DECL)
kka (QUES)
(s)upnita(FORMAL DECL)
(s)upnikka(FORMAL QUES)
Compared to the template in (8), this is a much simplified one. The basic simpli-
fication is combining `aspect+styled-mood' into one position 'mood'. The reasons
for this are distributional, morphological, and semantic facts about suffixes.
If we adopt the template in (8), we will have the following suffix combinations
for aspect + style -I- mood.
(10)
sup-ni-ta	 *-sup-usi-ta	 -sup-ti-ta	 *-sup-nun-ta
sup-ni-kka *-sup-usi-kka -sup-ti-kka *-sup-nun-kka
*-sup-ni-ela *-sup-usi-ela 	 *-sup-ti-ela *-sup-nun-ela
*-sup-ni-ca	 *-sup-usi-ca	 *-sup-ti-ca	 *-sup-nun-ca
The result we get is more ill-formed stem combinations than well-formed ones.
This greatly weakens the validity of dividing the final suffixes into three groups.
Cho and Sells (1991), developing a version of word-syntax under the LFG
framework, attempt to combine Style+Aspect into one and assign hierarchical
levels to each suffix.
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(11)
V-1– > V-1
(su)pni
V-1 – > V-0
to
kka
ko(conjunctive)
ca
ela
V-0 > V-0
ko (COMPS)
(Here V-m V-n means that a V-m level suffix becomes level V-n after its combi-
nation with its host.) This organizatin, however, will also generate many ill-formed
combinations.
(12)
-supni-ta	 -supni-ta-ko	 -supni-kka	 *-supni-kka-ko
*-supni-ko	 *-supni-ko-ko *-supni-ciman *-supni-ciman
*-supni-myon *-supni-rayon *-supni-ca	 *-supni-ca
*-supni-ela	 *-supni-ela
One argument for assuming a template as in (8) may be t at Style and Aspect
suffixes have their own semantic senses. Martin (1954) cla sfied five Aspect mor-
phemes - Indicative (-ni), Subjunctive (-si), Retrospective (-te), and Prospective
(-u1) and Processive (nun). This classification is simply adopted in most of the
current literature on Korean verb morphology, without detailed discussions of its
validity. What we can immediately note is that the name for Aspect is a misnomer
since it is hard to find any aspectual meaning in these suffixes. And the exact
range of meaning of these suffixes is difficult to define except when they occur
with final suffixes. For example, the Subjunctive aspect can express a suggestion
(propositive) just in case it is combined with the assertative ending ta, not with
anything else. This suffix must follow the style suffix sip. Hence the only possible
use of this Subjunctive aspect is in sip-si-ta. As we can guess from the suggestive
meaning of this combination, it cannot appear with a tensed host. A simple way to
explain this peculiar behavior is to regard sip-si-ta as an inseparable unit with the
functional meaning such as 'suggestive formal ending', selecting for a non-tensed
stem.
In addition, the Prospective and Processive suffixes cannot occur with tense
suffixes. This fact indicate that they should be slotted into the tense position, not
after the Style position.
(13) a. *cwuk-ess-nun-ta 'die-PAST-CON-DECL
b. *cwuk-ess-ul-ta 'clie-PAST-FUT-DELL
It is also difficult to tell what concrete semantic meaning can be found in the In-
dicative Suffix ni which must combine with the style suffix sup. The Retrospective
te appears to be the only one that has a rather concrete meaning. Differing from
the other four, it can select for a tensed stem. But, when considering there are
a few possible mood suffixes (only declarative and question mood suffixes) that
can occur with it, (i.e.,-te-la, -te-kwuna, -te-ni), we can safely assume these com-
binations as mood suffixes with reportive meanings. 11 This specification further is
supported by the fact the suffix, -te, cannot take a stem ended with Style.
The segmentation of verb inflections as in (9) further predicts why there are
only four COMPs in (8b). In our system, there are only four slots available for a
COMP to take place. Thus, we naturally predict that there are no COMPs that
can occur after Style or Aspect suffixes.
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present	 past	 future
[AFFIX 0] [AFFIX ess]
	
[AFFIX kess]
past-participle
[AFFIX essess]
decl
[AFFIX upnita...]
ques
[AFFIX kka...]
sugges	 imper
[AFFIXca..] [AFFIX la..]
•••
2.2 Hierarchical Structures
With the proposed Korean verb template in (9), we assume the following sortal
hierarchies for each stem.
(14)	 v-root
basic-root
	 derived-root [STEM basic-root]
passive	 causative
•	 [AFFIX i,hi,ki,li]
	
[AFFIX i,hi,li,ku,chu]
(15))	 v-hon-stern [STEM v-root]
positive-hon
	 negative-hon
[AFFIX si]	 [AFFIX 0]
(16)	 v-tense-stem [STEM v-hon-stem]
(17)	 v-word
v-comp-word	 v-indiv-word[STEIVI V-tense]
For example, the sort v-root in (14) has two subsorts basic-root and derived-root
the latter of which in turn has passive and causative subsorts. The derived-root
specifies that its stem's value is basic-root. This information is inherited to both
of its subsorts, passive and causative, which take certain affixes, depending on the
phonological condition of the stem. By assigning the sorts passive and causative
as the subsorts of the sort, derived-root, we can explicate the complementary dis-
tribution of these suffixes.
There are two things to be noted here. One is zero affixes for the sorts negative-
honorific in (15) and present-tense in (16). According to the (15) sortal hierarchy,
there are two kinds of honorific suffixes; si and 0. A strong piece of evidence for
assuming a zero honorific morpheme can be found in coordination structures.
(18) [haksayng-tul-un paywu-ko], [sensayng-nim-un kaluchi-si-ess-ta]
student-PL-TOP learn-CONJ teacher-HON-TOP teach-HON-PAST-DECL
'The students were learning, and teachers were teaching'
Following Cho and Morgan (1987, 1988) and Cho and Sells (1992), let us assume
that the final conjunct is the head in Korean. Then, this right-headness in syntax
will account for how the past tense information in the final conjunct affects the
tenseless verb in the first conjunct, and gives it the same past tense information.
If we follow the same line of inference, the honorific information coming from the
HON suffix in the verb teach of the second conjunct should override the non-
honorific information of the first verb, learn. But this does not happen. The
simple way to explain why the honorific information cannot override the negative
honorific information in the first conjunct is to assume that all verbs are specified
either with the positive honorific suffix si, or the negative honorific suffix 0.
There seems to be another-piece of evidence for the hypothesis that all verbs
are specified with positive or negative honorific information. In Korean there are
several positive honorific verbs, such. as to-si (eat-HON-), capsu-si(eat-HON), mo-
si(guard-HON), cwumu-si(sleep-HON), etc. These words are not derived by the
honorific suffixation process. The root of these verbs obligatorily take the honorific
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suffix. In addition, there are certain verbs that cannot take the honorific suffix.
Verbs like ca- (sleep), mek-(eat), etc, are lexically specified with negative honorific
information.
Now consider the zero morpheme for the present tense in the sortal hierarchy
(16). It is natural to say that all declarative simple sentences are tensed.12
(19) a. i
	 kes - un	 chayk-i-ta
this one-TOP book-COP-DELL
`This one is a book'
b. ce san-un
	 yocwuum phwulu-ta
that mountain-TOP nowadays green-DECL
`That mountain is nowadays green'.
c. ku yeca-nun
	 acwu yeppu-ta.
that woman-TOP very pretty-DECL
`That woman is very pretty'
In the verbs of the sentences (19), we can not find any suffixes indicating the
tense information though they certainly contain the present tense information, as
can be seen from English translations. Such data support the zero morpheme for
the present tense. 13
The sortal hierarchies for the four kinds of verb stem we proposed from (14) to
(17) will ultimately become part of the hierarchy in (3), as shown in (20)."
(20)
derived
STEM
	
AFFIX
hound-stem	 word
v-root	 v-lion	 v-tense v-word
We have seen that each sort should be associated with its own feature structure
for it to be well-defined, and that each sort in the hierarchical structure is under
the subsumption relation: a supersort subsumes its subsorts. The definition of
the subsumption relation tells that subsorts have at least as informative as their
supersort, i.e, a subsort has either the same information as its supersort, or its own
specific information. This in turn means that each sort of verb stems we defined
above will have its own local constraint, specified by the feature formalism. The
respective constraints, stated individually, do not have to be repeated for other
stems sharing the same internal structure as well as morphology, syntactic, and
semantic information.
Now, it is time to give the local constraints to the sorts of each stem in (20).
Consider v-root first. As we can see in (14), this sort has two subsorts, basic-
root and derived-root. Since the former sort does not have an AFFIX value, there
is basically no local constraint to give. This sort has the same information as usual
word sorts have. However, in the sort derived-root there are certain syntactic and
semantic constraints due to the nature of the affixes. The main contribution of a
passive suffix is to change the subcategorization information of the stem it attaches
to.
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(21
STEM SYNSEM [CAT SUBCAT ([1]NP[nom], [2]NP[acc])]
CONT [3]
bsc-rt
AFFIX { i,hi,ki,li }
passive -
SYNSEM[ CAT I SUBCAT ([2]1\TP[nom], ([1]NP[obl]))
CONT [3]
The feature structure (21) says that the sort passive, a subsort of derived root will
have STEM and AFFIX daughters where STEM's sort is of sort basic-root, and
AFFIX's value is one of the atomic values, i,hi,ki,li. It also expresses that the
passive suffix will bring about the realignment of the stem's SUBCAT value in its
mother.'
Meanwhile, the causative suffix will affect the semantic information as well.as
the subcat information of the stem.
(22)  
I	
STEM	 M[ SYNSE[ CONTDTRS
CAT I SUBCAT
[4]	
([1]NP[norn],
MORPH 
bsc-rt
AFFIX { i,hi,ki,li, u, ku, chu }
cans
- CAT I SUBCAT ([3]NP[nom], [1]NP, ...)
- RELATION cause
SYNSEM CONTENT CAUSER [3]
 CAUSEE [1]
_SOA-ARG [4]  
HONORED [1]
SYNSEM
HONORER [5]
POLARITY { 1,0
The sort causative has the same sort of STEM value as passive, but has different
values for AFFIX. The feature structure (22) says that the causative suffix will
add a least oblique argument (the subject bearing the causer role) to the stem's
SUBCAT value and a cause relation to the semantic content. This will capture the
syntactic and semantic generalizations about inflectional process of causativization.
I assume the case of [11NP is unspecified. I will also leave open the formalism on the
case alternation of the causee NP here since the case of this NP varies depending
on various situations, such as the transitivity of the verb stem.
Now, consider the sort . v-honorific.
MORPH I DTRS
(23) -
STEM
MORPH I DTRS
v-root -
AFFIX { si, 0 }
v-hon
CAT I [3]SUBCAT (NP[i]
CONT [4]
SYNSEM [ CAT [3]CONT [4]
C-INDICES [SPEAKER [5]]
BACKGROUNDCONTEXT	
RELATION owe-honor
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The sort, v-honorific will have STEM and AFFIX as its MORPH-DTRS. And the
STEM's value is of sort v-root and the AFFIX's value is either si or 0. Unlike the
causative or passive suffixes, the contribution of honorific suffixes to its morpho-
logical mother is contextual. Han (1992), Park (1991), and Pollard and Sag (1992)
observed that Korean honorific agreement is pragmatic. Following this viewpoint,
we can specify the pragmatic contribution of the honorific suffixes as in (23). It
will basically add two contextual values, one the CONTEXT-INDICES value, and
the other BACKGROUND information. As background information, we have the
semantic relation, -owe-honor, whose arguments tell who either is or isn't honored
by whom. The contextually provided speaker (=[4]) is honoring the individual
denoted by the subject (=[1]).) If the affix si is selected, the POLARITY value
will be 1, and if the zero morpheme is selected, the POLARITY value will be 0.
Of the subsorts of v-tense ([3]), we will consider just the sort, past-tense.
(24)
MORPH I DTRS
v-hon
AFFIX esspast-
[STEM SYNSEM [ CAT [3]CONT[4] ILOCATION [1] ]
SYNSEM
CAT [3]
CONT [4]
{RELN temporally-precedes]
CONTEXT I BACKGR EVENT-TIME [1]
UTTERANCE-TIME [2]
The sort, past-tense has v-hon as the STEM's value and ess as its AFFIX's value.
The feature structure (24) specifies that this sort refers to situations where the
event time temporally precedes the utterance time. Here we have another argument
role, LOCATION in the content value. This is another argument of the predicate's
semantic relation. (Thus, a diadic predicate will have three arguments including
its thematic roles as well as LOCATION.) The structure in (24) shows us that the
actual contribution of the-past-tense suffix is the contextual information where the
event time temporally-precedes the utterance time whose value is in turn structure-
sared with the LOCATION
Finally, consider the sort v-word. Of its subsorts, let us see decl only.
STEM SYNSEM[ CAT [3] I IMORPH I DTRS
	
CONT [4]
v-ten
decl - AFFIX ta
SYNSEM
CAT [3]
CONT [4]
{
CONTEXT! BACKGR FORCE declare]ARG1 [4]
The mood suffixes indicate the modality which tells the speaker's attitude toward
the sentence he utters. In Korean, these modality indicating suffixes are highly
developed. Of the sentential final endings, we have declarative (ta), exclamative
(ca), promissive(ma), interrogative(kka), and so forth. The declarative suffix ta has
the context information that the speaker, according to his/her belief or knowledge,
describes the situation denoted by the sentence he/she utters. The feature struc-
ture (25) shows that decl has vtense as its STEM value and ta as its AFFIX value.
(25)
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It also tells us that the context value on the modality is added to the CONTEXT
value of the resulting stem.
We have seen that local constraints are associated with each subsort of verb
stem. The constraints tell what kind of information each suffix untimately con-
tributes to the stem with which it forms a constituent. For example, the causative
suffix will affect the syntactic and semantic information, and the honorific, tense,
and mood suffixes will add the relevant contextual information. These peculiar in-
formational contributions by each suffix are neatly accounted for by a declarative
feature formalism, i.e., by local constraints given to each stem.
In addition, the sorts defined for each kind of suffix and local constraints on
them make it possible to eliminate the need for a separate lexical entry for the
suffix. As we can see in (14), each sort of the verb stems is specified with what
kind of suffix it will co-occur. The verbal suffixes contribute certain syntactic and
semantic contributions to the stem they attache to. The syntactic and semantic,
as well as context contributions are directly declared on the sort of each stem.
Therefore, it is no longer necessary to have separate lexical entries for verb suffixes.
They exist only because they occur as part of a derived verb. Hence, their existence
is dependent on the stem with which they become a well-defined sort.
3 Consequences and Conclusions
3.1 Consequences
In our approach, Koean verbal morphological objects are first sorted into four
categories (v-root, v-hon(orific)-stem, v-tense-stem, and v-word). In sortal hierar-
chies, subsorts inherit general information from their supersorts. Hence, the only
constraints that we needed to state for subsorts were those that do not already
follow (by inheritance) from supersort definitions. Under this approach, each sort
(verb-sort) is defined in terms of a constraint introducing syntactic, semantic, and
contextual information. Such local constraints associated with each sort of verb
stems ultimately tell what kind of specific syntactic, semantic, pragmatic informa-
tion each suffix contributes to the new morphological constituent which the suffix
forms with the stern. The constraints also specify what kind of stem sort it can
cooccur with and what kind of sort the resulting stem is. In this way, all general-
izations about types of morphological objects are factored into constraints stated
at the most general levels.
Such a constraint-based approach has brought us several other consequences.
First, it clearly describes the informational contribution of each suffix by spec-
ifying local constraints on each well-defined sort for verb stems. This will also
guarantee the correct information flow from MORPH-DTRS to its mother. We
have seen that the information that each suffix contributes to the resulting stem is
different. According to the kind of suffix, the contributed information can be syn-
tactic, semantic, or contextual. All such contributions are uniformally described
in our approach by local constraints once and for all. No other theories, as far as
we are aware of, have precisely developed the peculiar informational contribution
of verb suffixes in this systematic way.
This approach in fact obviates the need for morphological principles. For ex-
ample, we don't need to worry about how SUBCAT, categorial, semantic, and
contextual information of a stem is passed up to the mother. They are all de-
fined by local constraints on each sort. For example, let us examine a complete
internal word structure for the verb cap-hi-si-ess-ta (catch-PAS-HON-PAS-DECL
`was-honorably -caught') in (26).
- MORPH I FORM cap+hi+si+ess
	
}[MORPH—FORM ta
CAT [HEAD [1]SUBCAT ([3]NP[nom], ([2]NP[obl]))]
CONT (3]
CONTEXT { [6] U [7] }
(26)
MORPH I FORM cap+hi+si+ess+ta
CAT [ HEAD [1]SUBCAT ([3]NP[norn),([2]NP[obl])d
CONT [3]
CONTEXT [6]U[7]U[8]} 
[MORPH—FORM ess]
MORPH 1 FORM cap+hi+si
CAT HEAD [1]SUBCAT( [3]NP[noml, ([2]NP[obl]))]
CONT [3]
CONTEXT { [6] }
MORPH I FORM cap+hi
HEAD [1]
CAT SUBCAT ([3]NP[nom], ([2]NP(obli))
CONT [3]
- MORPH I FORM cap
CAT [
HEAD [1]
SUBCAT ([2]NP[nom], [3]NP[acc])]
CONT [3]
[MORPH—FORM si]
[MORPH I FORM hi]
Consider the structure in a bottom-up fashion. The verb stem cap will combine
with the passive suffix hi. The effect of this process is to realign the SUBCAT
members of the stem as we defined in (21). The subject of the root will be demoted
into as an oblique argument, and its object will be the subject of the newly-formed
passive verb stem. This stem can take only one of the two honorific suffixes. Here,
the positive honorific suffix si is attached to the stem, adding a new contextual
value with honorific information ([6]) to the result stem. This is also declared in
the local constraint for the verb stem, honorific, in (23). Next, we see that the
stem is honorific and the affix is the past tense suffix ess. This will give us the
sort past-tense verb stem, with the addition of the contextual tense information
([7]). Finally, this resulting stem combines with the mood suffix with the modality
information in the context ([8].), and brings the complete final feature structure.
Notice that we havn't introduced any rules or mechanisms to ensure that all
the information incremented due to the attached affixes is percolated up to the
final v-word stem. The way each affix contributes to the resulting stem is declara-
tively and locally constrained by the sorts we defined in the previous section. The
constraints produce the syntactic, semantic, pragmatic effects of verbal suffixes in
an incremental way without morphological principles or rules. This kind of ap-
proach is clear and clean in architecture in accounting for detailed and peculiar
contribution of each verbal suffix.
Second, the sortal hierarchies in (14) and the local constraints in (17) also
capture the ordering generalization for each suffix. Since each verb stem contains
the information on what its suffix can be, we need not specify the ordering relation
between suffixes. For example, consider the following cases.
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(27) a. *cap-ass-si-ta 'catch-PAS-HON-DECL'
b. *cap-usi-ta-ess 'catch-HON-DECL-PAS'
c. *cap-usi-usi-ess-ta 'catch-HON-HON-PAS-DECL'
d. *cap-usi-ess-ta-ta `catch-HON-PAS-DECL-DECI;
The verb form in (27a,b) and (27c,d) are ill-formed because of the incorrect ordering
of verb suffixes, and unwarranted recursive occurrence of a suffix. All these data
can be explained without any ordering rules between suffixes. (27a) is out because
the honorific affix is attached to the v-tense stem. As can be seen in (23) the
only possible stern it can cooccur with is the sort v-root. In the same spirit, (27c)
is ruled out the second honorific suffix occurs with not with the v-root stem, but
with the v-hon stem. Without any more specific ordering rules or restriction on
recursive occurrence of suffixes, our approach naturally explains all the data such
as (27).
Third, lexical rules are entirely eliminated in our theory. They are all incorpo-
rated into the lexicon and under sortal hierarchies by local constraints to each sort.
The sortal hierarchies defined in our theory put limits on expressible information
of lingustic signs, and offer the possibility of relating parts of words to other lexical
entries without recourse to a separate mechanism of lexical rules. Hence in our
approach all word formation occurs within the lexicon not outside the lexicon.
Fourth, verbal derivation and inflection are dealt with by the same mechanism.
Traditionally, it has been assumed that the passive and causative suffixes, unlike
other suffixes, were derivational due to their non-productivity, though they are
overtly verbal suffixes. In our analysis, these suffixes are not different from the
other verbal suffixes in information contribution. But, our approach (mainly due
to the hierarchical structure in (14)) still keeps the distinction from the other
suffixes in that they are treated as suffixes forming derived root stems.'
3.2 Conclusion
This paper proposed a constraint-based lexical approach to Korean verb inflection
in the framework of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), as developed
by Pollard and Sag (1987, 1993) and others. My approach provided an account of
verbal suffix selection that expresses relevent generalizations without lexical rules.
A fully inflected Korean verb consists of an obligatory affix and a variety of
intervening optional ones, as reflected in the traditional template (Martin 1954)
illustrated in (8). We have seen that the highly productive verbal affixes carry infor-
mation that is quite diverse in nature - an adequate theory of Korean morphology
must unquestionably make direct reference to syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic
information. This fundamental fact poses a challege to recent GB proposals (e.g.
Ahn and Yoon 1989, Jung 1991) which recognize no interaction between different
strata (cf. Ladusaw 1988) and make little use of contextual information in the
grammar. For example, while passive or causative suffixes specify both syntactic
and semantic information, the honorific suffix, `si', clearly encodes complex contex-
tual information that cannot be adequately analyzed by simple syntactic features
(e.g. Han 1991, Park 1992).
Though Pollard and Sag (1987)'s analysis has successfully developed hierarchi-
cal lexical structures and lexical rules to eliminate essentially all redudancy from
lexical descriptions, it has certain problems, such as the exact status of lexical
rules. My analysis of Korean morphology, eliminating lexical rules by adopting
Riehemann's (1992) idea, employs sortal hierarchies and definitional constraints
on sorts to express all morpholexical regularlities.
Because HPSG is a theory of complexes containing diverse kinds of linguistic
information (morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic), deficiencies of
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extant GB accounts can be overcome. In addition, this kind of constraint-based
declarative approach to Korean verb inflection brought us several desirable con-
sequences: a) it eliminated the need to stipulate morphological principles that
dictate how complex syntactic and semantic information is distributed in morpho-
logical structures (e.g. those in Nerbonne and Krieger (1992)). b) it captured
the ordering and cooccurrence generalizations for verb linear precedence rules, c)
it gave a uniform description of information percolation of derivation (Pas/Caus)
and inflection (others) in verb suffixes, as well so-called Korean COMP(lementizer)
suffixes, and d) finally it eliminated any need to appeal to the controversial notion
of 'head of a word'.
Finally, I would like to say that though this paper, dare to say, achieved certain
goals I orginally set up (i.e, how the word structure will look like in the constraint-
based HPSG), it just lays out a few basic ideas. It is just a preliminary study and
leaves open much problems to be solved, clarified and formalized. I attribute the
burden to my future work.
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